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THE ONE RIGHT ANSWER FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION
As a marketer, you need to be an expert on all things marketing. Yet many times, that’s easier said
than done. The phrase ‘it depends’ comes into play more often than not because things change quickly
in marketing; consumers change their behavior, marketing budgets increase/decrease, and goals or
objectives fluctuate. In fact, there’s only one constant: marketing is a moving target…always.
This is especially true for one of the more popular questions marketers hear, “ When is the best time to

send an email campaign to receive the best possible response? ” And you may have heard it numerous
answers before, along with the popular “ There is really no one right answer. ”
Well now, there’s at least one place to find the answers! Citing over 20 marketing experts and research,
as well as adding in our own marketing expertise, this ebook may just be the most comprehensive
guide out there today.
After reading the informative (and even interesting) pages ahead, you can credit yourself as an expert in
defining the ONE right answer for YOUR organization- not only now, but 2 weeks from now, 1 year from
now, and so on.

ENJOY!
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THE BEST DAY TO SEND EMAIL IS...
Drum roll please…and the winner is Tuesday…or is it Thursday? Heck, it could even be Saturday or Sunday. The truth is, there are so
many contradictory resources out there, yet each have valid and useful points. Many are backed by extensive data, based on send
results to numerous clients and verticals – others use business logic. I’m sure you’re heard or read it from some marketer somewhere;
it goes kind of like this…

“ Monday is a bad day because people are beginning their work week and are inundated with emails and planning.

You can scratch Friday too because, by noon, people start shifting their focus to their weekend plans. And just forget
about Saturday; it’s the only day of the week without a workday on the back end, so most folks are not paying too much
attention to their email.

”

Though there may (or may not) be some truth to this logic, our ultimate goal here is to focus on real results derived from research and
statistics from numerous noteworthy email experts. In determining the best day to send, we broke the information down by evaluating
different factors that come into play each day of the week, along with email marketer categories (B2B vs. B2C) and even the type of
devices emails are rendered on. Here’s what we found…

SEE WHAT THE EXPERTS HAVE TO SAY
ABOUT EACH DAY OF THE WEEK...

Monday
You won’t hear too many email marketing experts dishing out advice about
how Mondays are a great day to send your email campaigns, that is,
unless they read Experian’s Email Marketing Benchmark Study. This study
concluded that emails sent on Mondays had the highest ROI (yet Friday had
the better click through rate).1
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Lumped into email marketing are email surveys. Mondays look promising for
those of you who need feedback from your customers and prospects, since
it was named the best day to send out email surveys. SurveyMonkey analyzed
100,000 surveys, sent Monday through Friday, to figure out the impact of the
day they were sent verses the response rate. The conclusion – Mondays were
victorious. On average, surveys sent out on Mondays received 10%
more responses than average.2

TUESDAY & THURSDAY
We are clumping these two days together because we heard rumors they
were the best days to send out email campaigns. MailChimp wanted to do
a little research around this data and possibly confirm what people were
hearing (and reading). According to their research, Tuesdays and Thursdays
are the highest volume send days.3 Though this doesn’t confirm these days
to be the best send days, it does tell us that a bunch of other marketers
must have heard those same rumors and wanted to hop on the ‘best send
day’ train. But wait…doesn’t higher send volumes mean more competition
in your recipients’ email boxes? This may be true, but nonetheless, Tuesday
emails had the highest open and click-through rates. At least that’s what Get
Response concluded after analyzing over 300 million messages to determine
the top days for open and click through rates.4 Thursday wasn’t too far behind!
I guess there is some truth to those rumors after all.
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WEDNESDAY
In most cases, Wednesday dominated the middle ground – being neither the best day to send nor the worst to send. However, Harland
Clarke Digital results drew a different conclusion. To learn how today’s on-the-go recipients engage with email marketing messages,
Harland Clarke Digital analyzed over 1 billion campaigns (yeah – that is A LOT of email) sent over a course of 11 months. Out of this
staggering number of campaigns, almost 27% were sent on Wednesday. Wednesday sends also had open rates of 20.6%, which included
renders on both desktop and mobile devices.5

Email Conversion Rates by Day of the Week

Friday
If you are a retailer, Friday has proven to be a lucrative day to hit send on those email
campaigns. Retention Science derived the data from an analysis of 100 million online
transactions, 20 million user profiles and 100 email campaigns. Through their findings,
Friday produced a 26% conversion rate – only 2% behind Tuesday, which had the highest
conversion rate of all the days.6

FRIDAY CLICKS WITH RETAILERS!
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FundsforWriters also has pretty good luck on Fridays and sends their
email newsletters on this day by 10 pm. What they have found is that
most of their readers have 9 to 5 jobs and enjoy relaxing with the newsletter
on Saturday.8

Saturday & Sunday

“ I settled on this release date after
feedback from many readers over
the years, and I feel I’ve found a
happy balance for all concerned.”

Hope Clark
Editor | FundsforWriters

“ Lookout weekend cause, here I come, because weekends were made for fun…and reading email.” Okay, maybe we added a few
words on to Debbie Deb’s hit song from the 80s’, but we think her lyrics would have been a bit different if she had the data we pulled
from KISSmetrics.
According to email statistics gathered by
KISSmetrics, open rates are the highest during
the weekend, reaching a whopping 44% on
Saturday. Click rates surged upward during
these days, reaching as high as 10% on Saturday.
On the flip side, the weekend also produces
the highest bounce rates and abuse reports
(both at 0.11%). Some people just don’t like to be
bothered on their days off.7
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Experian’s Quarterly Email Bench Mark Study also concluded
Saturday and Sunday were good days to send out email
campaigns. Weekend sends yielded the highest open, click,
transaction, and revenue rates per email. According to their
study, lower volumes of email are also being deployed on the
weekend compared to other days of the week.1

NO SPECIFIC ‘RIGHT DAY’
It’s all about the timing…right? Overwhelmingly, a high number of experts believe
that there is no ‘right day’ to send an email campaign because there are just too
many factors that play into the correct timing of sending one out. Think about it…
your company, your industry, and your audience all have unique demands and
needs. Pinpointing those needs on the right day can be tricky, so we recommend
you test to see what works with the best with your audience.

“ Observe due measure, for right
timing is in all things the most
important factor.

”

Hesiod | Greek Poet
“The father of Greek didactic poetry” | 700bc

GOING AGAINST THE GRAIN…
As soon as she has an email ready, author and email marketer Linda Formicelli sends a campaign
out to her subscriber list of over 2,000 writers – regardless of the day. Calling BS to traditional email
sending business logic, Linda tried a little experiment. On a Sunday at 11:23 am, she sent out an email
announcing that she was holding a contest to promote her newest ebook. Within 30 minutes, she had
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97 opens, 16 clicks, and 8 sales. Within an hour, the numbers had increased to 212 opens, 39 clicks, and 11 sales. By 3:23 pm, she had
484 opens, 93 clicks, and a total of 27 sales. By the time she went to bed early that evening, she had sold 53 e-books. The next day,
Monday, she sold 30 more.8
Though this may not work for all audiences, it worked for Linda’s. The lesson here – test (there’s that word again) and see what works
for you and what your audience responds to.

Best Day for Business-to-Business (B2B) vs. Business-to-Consumer (B2C)

B2B

VS.

B2C

Never treat email marketing as a ‘one-size fits all’ effort because it just doesn’t work! Business-to Business
(B2B) email marketers use a different set of rules compared to Business-to Consumer (B2C) email marketers,
including best send days. To back this information up we pulled data from the Marketing Sherpa 2013
Email Marketing Benchmark Report, which analyzed the results of a survey sent to marketers across multiple
industries in B2B and B2C markets. After looking at the breakout data, this is what the benchmark concluded:

• Sunday was the least effective for B2C marketers, but only 23% rated it as least effective, while 55% of B2B and marketers rated
Sunday least effective.
• For marketers with both a B2B and B2C audience, Wednesday was tied with Tuesday for most effective.
• Those working for a marketing agency or consultancy rated Wednesday as most effective day to send email campaigns.9
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• Marketers working in the professional, personal and financial services
industries rated Saturday as least effective.
• 20% of marketers in retail, e-commerce or wholesale distribution
rated Sunday as least effective, 40% gave the day a four or five
(most effective).
• 60% of software, software-as-a-service or video game marketers rated
Sunday as least effective.9

To determine the role of email in B2B marketing strategies, Pardot conducted an online survey completed by more than 100 anonymous
B2B marketers in the United States. It covered topics ranging from email marketing best practices to usage and testing. The ‘best send
day’ victor was Tuesday – 44% B2B marketers reported the most opens on this day.10
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Another idea on B2C email marketing comes from Web
Marketing Group (WMG) in the UK. WMG believes that B2C
marketers have greater flexibility around send days and
approaches their strategy on consumer logic.11

THE DEVICES MATTER - MOBILE VS. DESKTOP
This is NOT information you can ignore!
Mobile email will account for 15 to 70% of email opens,
depending on your target audience, product and email
type. More and more email is being read on mobile
devices compared desktop email clients - statistics say
49% of email is now opened on a mobile device.12

Taking this information into consideration, we recommend you have a good idea of what devices your recipients are using, and when
they are opening emails. Experts seem to agree that Friday thru Sunday render the most opens for mobile email users.
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Below are just a few of stats we found…
• 32% read email on their smartphone during the weekend.13
• 31% sometimes reads their mobile email on weekends.13
• Mobile email usage varies with the day of the week. With more than average
number of opens on Friday, the mobile email is most often used in the
weekend.14
• Friday – Sunday accounted for the highest mobile device render rates.15
• Special offers (27%), vouchers (21%) and real-time tracking (21%) are most
preferred email types to receive on mobile. Newsletters are the fifth most
preferred type with 12% of respondents saying they like to view that email
type on their mobile the most.16
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Did you get
all of that?
We hope so because there will be a quiz at the end of this ebook…just
kidding! On a more serious note, we know there’s a lot of information to
take in just on send days alone, but we also believe that knowledge brings
success. By providing you with real data provided by notable marketers,
you have the basis to form an educated strategy around your send days.

Now let’s pop another puzzle piece in and get to the nitty gritty on send times.
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THE BEST TIME OF DAY TO SEND EMAIL IS...
We won’t tease you with a drumroll this time around as you may have now realized it’s not one simple answer for everyone, but there
is a lot of great research we can use to our advantage.
Read on for the best and the worst send times. Although this may not be a historical novel, we intend to pack as much email marketing
wisdom into your head as humanly possible.
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TIMING IS EVERYTHING
THE BEST OF TIMES
The trick here is knowing the best time to send in relation to when people are most likely to open
and click through your email. Because we can track that activity, we have some golden research
nuggets for you to take in…

EARLY MORNING
According to KISSmetrics, click rates are highest in the early morning. At 6 am in fact, and
we haven’t even had our morning coffee yet! This said, bounce rates are also at their highest
during this time.7
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MID-MORNING

Although some of the experts assume people are not opening emails
during this time because they’re focusing on work, MailerMailer found the
best open rate to be 10 am. The open rate climbed rapidly after about 4 am,
reaching a maximum of 7% at 10 am. After this peak, it declined steadily
throughout the rest of the day.17

LATE AFTERNOON

You’ve experienced it- that afternoon slump where you start thinking more about your personal situation than job related duties. Well
KISSmetrics claims this is the reason property and financial services promotions are most opened during this time frame.7

MailChimp found the most email activity
happening overall from 2-5 pm in the afternoon
and for a research team that sends 200-300
million emails every day, they have a lot of
data to back this up.3
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EVENING

Holiday and B2B promotions are most opened from 5-7 pm while some recipients
are working late. KISSmetrics shares some notable stats around this theory:
• 17.9% of all emails classified as “Holiday Promotions” were opened in these two hours.
• 26.4% of recipients opened B2B promotions as well.7
Pure360 (mostly focused on the B2C world) analyzed 660,000 emails sent by 34 companies and the research highly contradicted what a lot
of marketers held true for years: that recipients are far more likely to open emails in their own time rather than at work, which disputes the
media’s stereotype of employees who take advantage of work-based email and internet for personal use. Almost half (48%) of all marketing
emails were opened outside of office hours.18

LATE-NIGHT

According to MailerMailer, messages scheduled for delivery early evening led to better open rates:
• Open rates reached their height of 15.1% for message scheduled for 8 pm and 11 pm17

MIDNIGHT

Thank goodness for those email marketing programs that can schedule emails in advance,
because research is showing midnight is where it’s at! That is…until word gets out! Now while
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a few experts referred to this time frame as the ‘abyss’ or ‘the black hole’ of email marketing, recent studies show
a different side to the story…
• With the lowest percent of email volume, Experian researchers found that sending emails from midnight
to 4:00 AM has the highest response rates in all areas.1
• According to MailerMailer, messages scheduled for delivery between early evening and early morning
led to better open rates:
o

Open rates peaked at 20.4% for messages scheduled for 12 am.

And click rates responded similarly to open rates…
• The highest click rate occurred for messages scheduled for 12 am (6.7%).17
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THE WORST OF TIMES
As we all know, there can’t be good times without the bad. The good news? You can keep your
lunch hour…

You can keep
your lunch
hour!

LUNCH TIME

Although MailChimp found most opens after 12 pm, this doesn’t necessarily mean you should send your email at noon.3
According to Pure360, people are unlikely to open marketing emails during their lunch, choosing instead to spend time on news and
magazine alerts or get out of the office for a bite to eat.18

EARLY AFTERNOON

Marketers tend to stay away from this time frame for the reason that people are in the ‘work zone’, focusing on work but some respond to
emails offers relating to financial services.
• Both H1 and H2 experienced their lowest open rates, of 5.5% and 7.9% respectively, for messages scheduled for 12 pm.
• H1 experienced its lowest click rate of 1.1% for messages scheduled for delivery at noon, while H2 bottomed out at 1.2% for
messages scheduled for 10 am and 11 am.
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ROCKING OUT TO YOUR OWN BEAT
Some marketers may be saying by now ‘to heck with it – I’ll send when I want!’ To this point, Haley Marketing evaluated the email
campaign send times of 50 of their clients and open rates were really all over the board.19

SEE
WHA
T
WOR
FOR KS
YOU!
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“ I send emails at 1:00 am with the

THE EARLY BIRD GETS THE WORM…SOMETIMES!
The research shows midnight and/or very early in the morning are untapped email
marketing gold mines…and it makes sense. By sending in the middle of the night or
super-duper early in the AM, you’re at the top of the inbox when people first check
their email, bright eyed and ready to take on the day (or read your entire email and even

subject of ‘Good Morning.’ When most
folks wake up in the morning, the first
thing they do is check their computer or
phone for email and my emails are
there, waiting to be read.

”

click through to learn more)! Now, there are a few variables to this finding, but while
the traffic stays slow during the quiet hours, you may just benefit.
Once you do find a time that works best for your audience, a number
of experts recommend staying consistent with that so recipients know

Bob Kaminsky
Senior Marketing Consultant
Valpak of Mid-Jersey

when to expect your email and can plan accordingly.
And don’t forget to take time zones into account. This may mean segmenting your list to avoid those bad times we previously mentioned.
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DO GOOD SEND TIMES VARY
FOR B2B VS. B2C?

“ We’ve ran many successful email campaigns

You bet! As we mentioned earlier, one size doesn’t fit all when it
comes to email marketing, but we do have some practical advice
to help you differentiate between marketing to businesses and marketing to consumers.
SmartFocus Digital (now Emailvision) found that AM is definitely superior to PM for the
B2B audience they researched. They ran AM vs. PM send tests over 6 issues of
Gauge. Recipients were split into A and B halves, each getting the same newsletter
but one half at around 10.30 am and the other half at around 3.30 pm. AM sends

sending at a specific day of the week and
time of day and tried to apply that same
concept to another client. Doesn’t work.
We’ve seen some targets like Monday at
6:00 AM, some like Wednesday at noon.
We have rarely seen anything at anytime
work on Friday, however. The best thing you
could do is simply try, test, interpret and react.
And then keep doing that for the rest of your
marketing life.

”

consistently did better. 20

Eric Howerton
CEO and Senior Consultant | WhyteSpyder

Now for the consumers, the post work peak is where it’s at. Pure360 finds that
from 5-6 pm, over a quarter of marketing messages sent are opened, which
is 9% above average.18

SEND TIMES VARY FROM
MARKET TO MARKET!
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MOBILE USERS OBSESS OVER EMAIL
How often do you check your email on your mobile device? I would recommend counting the times for one day; it could surprise you. As a
society, we are obsessed with being ‘in the know’ at all times and at all costs – this includes checking (and re-checking) our email.
In fact, MailChimp reports 77% of their mobile user research participants reported checking their email “everywhere” or “obsessively.” These
readers have notifications set to alert them when an email arrives.3
If you think about it, the increased use of mobile devices really makes a marketer’s
job easier. It no longer matters if your audience is at their desk between 8-5 pm
during a work day – you can reach them anywhere and at any time. This makes
it a little trickier to pinpoint a certain time of day, but the data we’ve provided so
far may just be on the money…
To support our claim of sending late at night or early in the morning, 72% of the
research participants read their emails in bed. Most people use their phones as
an alarm clock, so the common morning action is to turn off the alarm and hit the
email icon. Talk about a ‘wakeup call!’
This same study from MailChimp also found the top four locations mobile users
check their email…
1.

On public transportation

2.

Out to eat/at a bar/coffee shop

3.

Waiting in line

4.

At desk 3
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A WHOLE OTHER BALL OF WAX…THE WEEKEND ENIGMA
If after reading the first section of this ebook, you want to dally in sending during the weekend, you may be asking ‘what time is best for a
Saturday or Sunday send?’
Well unfortunately, most of the data reported is based on people sitting at their computers during the workday, so there aren’t many studies
that pinpoint a great time during the weekends.
One study did show that people are getting ready for the work week on Sunday evenings, so sending after dinner time on Sunday may be
a sweet spot to shoot for.
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5 STEP GUIDE
TO FINDING THE BEST TIME/DAY TO SEND YOUR EMAILS
Up to this point we have made minor recommendations based on what other email
marketing experts have found, combined with a bit of our own marketing expertise.
Now it’s your turn to find out what works best for you and your company. Sorry to say,
but this going to take some work on your part. The good news is, your efforts won’t go
unnoticed and should positively impact your open, click through and conversion rates.
And don’t worry – we’ll guide you down this path step-by-step.

STEP 1: GET TO KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE
It’s time to put yourself in the shoes of your customers and think about who they really are and what their email reading habits are.
A few questions to ask yourself about your customers and prospects:

• What does their typical daily routine look like?

Do they work from 8-5? Are they college students with
different sleep patterns? You get the point here…
• When do they usually buy?
• When would they likely have time to read an email about
your product or service?
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STEP 2: LOOK BACK
Sometimes if you’re lost, you can retrace your steps to find out where you should be. A big part of this is just looking back. In email marketing,
this correlates to revisiting and analyzing past send reports. The information contained in these reports can help you because you can
uncover a lot of useful data that will help you determine what send days and times were the most successful. Going back about 6 months
should be sufficient. What your looking for here are any patterns that emerge. Specifically, certain send times associated with a higher
response and click through rates.
Maybe you’re a newbie to email marketing and don’t have any statistical data to pull from. In that case, you may want to use some of the
recommendations outlined in this ebook as a starting point and go from there.
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STEP 3: KNOW THEIR DEVICE
I know we threw some mobile email stats at you previously, but did you know
that 61% of consumers now read at least some of their emails on a mobile
device? More alarming, 48% of marketers don’t know what percentage of their
emails are read via a mobile device, and 22% have no mobile email marketing
strategy at all.21
So where do you stand? Do you have a firm grasp on what are the top
devices rendering your email campaigns? If so, are you using that information
to your advantage? Knowing this data will help you figure out the a good
strategy on sending to your mobile email users.
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STEP 4: CONSIDER YOUR MESSAGE
Your message can change the course of your send day and times. If your message is focused around a business product or solution, you
may want to keep your send days and times within the average business work week. On the other hand, if your promoting dating services
or recreational activities, you may opt for late night and weekend sends.
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Step 5: TEST, TEST, TEST (AND TEST SOME MORE)
If there is one step to hammer on the hardest, it would be this one. If we could stand up on a
mountaintop and scream “TEST YOUR EMAIL CAMPAIGNS!” – we would. Try A/B split testing and

TEST YOUR
EMAIL
CAMPAIGNS!

send the same campaign out on various days and times. Then analyze the results of multiple campaign
sends. Doing a comparative analysis will give you the most conclusive data about what day and times
are the most advantageous for your email marketing strategy.
Create A Split Test

Disclaimer: People are unpredictable, and after you think you have nailed the most effective day/time to send, it could change. Therefore
you should continue to test (oh yes...there’s that word again) and analyze the results.
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NOW WHAT?
You’re probably saying “Phew! Now where’s my email marketing send times certificate?”
Well, we have something better…
Congratulations, you’ve now earned CONFIDENCE!
Sometimes having confidence in what you know and what you don’t know can make
all the difference in becoming a successful email marketer. We hope the knowledge
you’ve gained by reading this ebook will give you the confidence needed to try and try
again until you find what is successful for you.
Even though we don’t have one right or one wrong answer, the research reported to
date gives us marketers a good idea of where to start; whether that’s going against
the grain and ignoring all the ‘rules’ or staying consistent each and every time you
send an email. Just don’t forget to measure your results. This goes with our suggestion
of testing, but even to a greater extent.
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PINPOINTE HAS THE TOOLS FOR YOUR
EMAIL MARKETING SUCCESS
We have truly hammered home the importance of testing and analyzing the effectiveness of your email
campaigns to determine the best time to send your email campaigns. Pinpointe has powerful tracking
and reporting tools that make it easy to view and mine data so you can best refine your email campaign
send strategy. For each email marketing campaign sent, Pinpointe reports exactly how many people
opened their email, how many unsubscribed, which links they clicked, the email forwarding statistics and
more. Combine the send day and time statistics with the email campaign statistics overview report and
reap the benefits of knowledge! Along with the start/end date and time, you get an overview summary
of each campaign and consequent information like the email subject (with a link to the actual message),
which contact list or segment was used, number of messages delivered and the sender. ‘Unique and
Total Opens’ are also displayed in pie chart form and can be clicked on for a detailed listing of each open.
Simply click on any pie chart segment and get a detailed drill-down list of all contacts that apply to the pie
segment. Click on any tab to see the drill-down campaign statistics and hard/soft bounce details.
Pinpointe wants to see you succeed, so we are giving you the tools so you can.
Get started with Pinpointe today and determine the best send time (and day) for email your campaigns.
And if you need any help along the way…we’ve got you covered.
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ABOUT PINPOINTE
Pinpointe is a leading provider of on-demand email marketing automation software based in the heart of Silicon Valley, California. As former
High Tech B2B marketers, we’ve been in your shoes. Our team has a passion for helping B2B marketing professionals communicate
with existing customers, and target new prospects through behavioral targeting, improved segmentation and message personalization.
Pinpointe offers top-notch resources like informative webinars and a marketing tips blog that helps you to get the most out of your
email marketing efforts and become a successful marketer.

TRY PINPOINTE FREE
Try It Now - Click Here

Create & Send Email Campaigns
Send 1,000 Emails for Free
No Risk, No Credit Card Required

CONTACTING PINPOINTE
Pinpointe sales and support are available from 8 AM to 8 PM PST, M-F.
Phone: (800) 920-7227 or (408) 834-7577, Option #2
General Information: info@pinpointe.com
Sales: sales@pinointe.com
Twitter (Daily Tips): @Pinpointe
Facebook: www.facebook.com/Pinpointe
LinkedIn: www.LinkedIn.com/company/Pinpointe
Marketing Tips Blog: http://www.pinpointe.com/blog
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